Ultralight-axion (ULA) dark matter is one of the possible solutions to resolve smallscale problems, especially the core-cusp problem. This is because ULA dark matter can create a central soliton core in all dark matter haloes stemmed from the quantum pressure against gravity below the de Broglie wavelength, which becomes manifest on astrophysical scales with axion mass range ∼ 10 −22 eV. In this work, we apply our nonspherical dynamical models to the kinematic data of eight classical dwarf spheroidals (dSphs) to obtain more reliable and realistic limits on ULA particle mass. This is motivated by the reasons that the light distributions of the dSphs is not spherical, nor are the shapes of dark matter haloes predicted by ULA dark matter simulations. Compared with the previous studies on ULA dark matter assuming spherical mass models, our result is less stringent than those constraints due to the uncertainties on non-sphericity. On the other hand, remarkably, we find that the dSphs would prefer to have a flattened dark matter halo rather than a spherical one, especially Draco favours a strongly elongated dark matter halo caused naively by the assumption of a soliton-core profile. Moreover, our consequent non-spherical core profiles are much more flattened than numerical predictions based on ULA dark matter, even though there are still uncertainties on the estimation of dark matter halo structure. To alleviate this discrepancy, further understanding of baryonic and/or ULA dark matter physics on small mass scales might be needed.
INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, precision observation cosmology has revealed that dark matter constitutes ∼ 26 per cent of the total energy density in the Universe (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016 . The concordant Λ cold dark matter (CDM) theory gives an excellent description of the cosmological and astrophysical observations on large spatial scales such as cosmic microwave background (CMB) and large-scale structure of galaxies (e.g., Springel et al. 2006; Tegmark et al. 2006; Bennett et al. 2013) . Meanwhile, on galactic and subgalactic scales there have been several long-standing tensions between the predictions from pure dark matter simulations based on this model and some observational facts (see Weinberg et al. 2015; Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017) . In particular, there are major three challenges in ΛCDM. (i) "missing satellite problem": N-body simulations based on ΛCDM predict that Milky Way (MW) sized dark haloes have significantly more subhaloes than the observed number of dwarf satellites (Moore et al. 1999; Klypin et al. 1999) . Recently, owing to the wide and deep imaging surveys, a large number of new ultra-faint dwarf galaxies are discovered (e.g., Belokurov et al. 2006 Belokurov et al. , 2007 Bechtol et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015; Homma et al. 2016 Homma et al. , 2018 . In total, ∼ 50 satellites were excavated so far, but this problem still remains. (ii) "core-cusp problem": dark matter haloes from ΛCDM simulations are predicted to have strongly cusped central density profiles (e.g., Navarro et al. 1997; Fukushige & Makino 1997; Ishiyama et al. 2013) , while observations of low mass galaxies are suggested to have cored dark halo profiles (e.g., Borriello & Salucci 2001; Gilmore et al. 2007; Oh et al. 2008; de Blok 2010) . (iii) "Too-big-to-fail problem": the most massive ΛCDM subhaloes associated with a MW-sized dark matter halo are much more concentrated than the dark matter haloes in the dwarf galaxies within the MW (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011 , M31 (Tollerud et al. 2014) , and the Local Group (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014) .
One of the possible mechanisms to resolve the above problems is to consider baryonic physics such as the stellar feedback from supernova explosions and stellar winds (e.g., Navarro et al. 1996; Gnedin & Zhao 2002; Governato et al. 2012; Di Cintio et al. 2014) , the ram pressure stripping, the tidal stripping (e.g., Zolotov et al. 2012; Brooks & Zolotov 2014; Sawala et al. 2016) , the interaction between dark matter and baryons through dynamical friction (e.g., El-Zant et al. 2001; Ma & Boylan-Kolchin 2004; Cole et al. 2011; Inoue & Saitoh 2011; Nipoti & Binney 2015; Del Popolo & Le Delliou 2014; Del Popolo et al. 2018 ) and the photoionization of neutral gas with UV background (e.g., Rees & Ostriker 1977; Efstathiou 1992; Bullock et al. 2000) . These mechanisms can have an impact on dark halo structures and suppress the galaxy formation in dark haloes. Another solution is, more radically, to develop alternative dark matter scenarios, such as warm dark matter (e.g., Bode et al. 2001; Viel et al. 2005; Lovell et al. 2012; Iršič et al. 2017a ), self-interacting dark matter (e.g., Carlson et al. 1992; Spergel & Steinhardt 2000; Kaplinghat et al. 2016; Tulin & Yu 2018 ), strong interacting massive particle (e.g., Hochberg et al. 2014 Hochberg et al. , 2015 , and axion like particles (e.g., Schive et al. 2014a; Marsh 2016) . These dark matter models also suppress the matter power spectrum on small scales and create a cored density profile without relying on any baryonic physics, because dark matter particles based on these models retain higher velocity than that on CDM models and thus smear structures on small scales. (see Ostriker & Steinhardt 2003 , for a comprehensive review). In this paper, we focus on the latter approach, especially an extremely light scalar bosonic particle.
It is known that string theory predicts a plentitude of axion-like particles with very light mass range (Svrcek & Witten 2006; Arvanitaki et al. 2010; Lee 2018) and it behaves like a non-relativistic fluid in our Universe. Hereafter we call them "ultralight axion" (ULA) 1 . Its wave properties potentially resolve the small scale problems of CDM on sub-galactic scales (Hu et al. 2000; Amendola & Barbieri 2006; Marsh & Ferreira 2010) . ULA dark matter predicts that dark matter distributions on large spatial scales are resemblant to those from ΛCDM models (Widrow & Kaiser 1993; Uhlemann et al. 2014; Schive et al. 2014a ). On the other hand, its de Broglie wavelength with the ULA mass m ψ ∼ 10 −22 eV becomes relevant on astrophysical scales, hence consequently quantum pressures suppress the formation of low-mass haloes below ∼ 10 10 M and predict the kpc-scale central density cores in dSph-sized subhaloes (Hu et al. 2000; Marsh & Silk 2014; Schive et al. 2014a; Schwabe et al. 2016; Veltmaat & Niemeyer 2016; Mocz et al. 2017; Hui et al. 2017 ). For the above reasons, ULA dark matter has become one of the promising candidates for dark matter.
The particle mass of ULA dark matter, m ψ , is one of important parameters to help set a core radius and central density of ULA dark matter halo structures (Schive et al. 2014a ). Furthermore, constraining on its particle mass range plays an indispensable role in probing ULA dark matter through experiments (e.g. Zioutas et al. 2005; Vogel et al. 2013; BÃd'hre et al. 2013; Stadnik & Flambaum 2015; Kahn et al. 2016; Abel et al. 2017; Obata et al. 2018) or astrophysical phenomena (e.g. Angus et al. 2014; Khmelnitsky & Rubakov 2014; Payez et al. 2015; Conlon et al. 2016; Aoki & Soda 2016; Berg et al. 2017; Marsh et al. 2017; Fujita et al. 2018; Visinelli & Vagnozzi 2019) . Over a dozen works have made an attempt to set the constraints on the ULA particle mass by using various independent observations such as the substructures in the MW (e.g., Lora et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2017; Amorisco & Loeb 2018) , the rotation curves of low surface brightness galaxies (e.g., Bernal et al. 2018; Fernández-Hernández et al. 2019) , and the CMB measurements (e.g., Bozek et al. 2015; Hložek et al. 2018) 
The dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies in the MW are excellent laboratories to shed light on the fundamental properties of dark matter because these galaxies are the most dark matter dominated system with dynamical mass-to-light ratios of 10 to 1000 (McConnachie 2012). The dSph galaxies are in close to the Sun, so that their line-of-sight velocities for their resolved member stars can be measured by stellar spectroscopy (e.g., Walker et al. 2007) . Therefore, this kinematic information offers us an opportunity to scrutinize dark halo structures in the dSph galaxies. Actually, it has been revealed that some of the dSphs have cored dark matter density profiles as a result of the application of dynamical modelings to the kinematic data of the dSphs (Battaglia et al. 2008; Walker & Peñarrubia 2011; Amorisco & Evans 2012) , although it is still an ongoing debate (Strigari et al. 2010 (Strigari et al. , 2014 Read et al. 2018) . Moreover, the kinematic data of the classical dSphs enables us to determine ULA particle mass m ψ based on the Jeans analysis with assuming a ULA dark halo model predicted by numerical simulations (Schive et al. 2014a,b; Marsh & Pop 2015; Chen et al. 2017; Calabrese & Spergel 2016; González-Morales et al. 2017) All these studies have assumed, however, that the luminous and dark components are spherically symmetric, despite the facts that the stellar distributions of the dSphs are actually non-spherical (McConnachie 2012) and some dark matter simulations predict non-spherical virialized dark haloes (Jing & Suto 2002; Kuhlen et al. 2007; Woo & Chiueh 2009; Vera-Ciro et al. 2014) . Motivated by this reason, Hayashi & Chiba (2012) constructed the non-spherical dynamical mass models for the dSphs based on the axisymmetric Jeans equations. They applied these models to the line-ofsight velocity dispersion profiles of six bright dSphs in the MW to constrain their non-spherical dark halo structures and concluded that most of the dSphs suggest to have very flattened dark haloes (axial ratio of dark halo: Q ∼ 0.3 − 0.4). However, these models assumed that the velocity dispersion of stars, v 2 R and v 2 z in the R and z directions in cylindrical coordinates, respectively, are identical. That is, a velocity anisotropy parameter defined as β z = 1 − v 2 z /v 2 R is zero. Since there is a strong degeneracy between this anisotropy and dark halo shape as shown by Cappellari (2008) , considering a non-zero β z is needed to establish more reliable non-spherical dynamical models. In turn, Hayashi & Chiba (2015) have revised axisymmetric mass models by taking into account a non-zero β z and revisited the shapes of the dark haloes in the MW dSphs. They found that these galax-ies prefer to have elongated dark haloes, even introducing the effect of this velocity anisotropy of stars. On the basis of Hayashi & Chiba (2015) , these models were applied to the most recent velocity data for not only classical but also ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (Hayashi et al. 2016) and to the multiple stellar components of Carina (Hayashi et al. 2018) . Inspired by the above studies, in this work we newly develop the non-spherical mass models based on a ULA dark halo profile predicted by numerical simulations. More precisely, we solve axisymmetric Jeans equations and apply them to the kinematic data of the eight classical dSphs: Draco, Ursa Minor, Carina, Sextans, Leo I, Leo II, Sculptor and Fornax in order to investigate the global shape of ULA dark halo as well as to constrain on particle mass of ULA dark matter.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain the axisymmetric models for density profiles of stellar and ULA dark halo components based on an axisymmetric Jeans analysis, and briefly describe the observed data of the eight dSphs and the fitting procedure using unbinned likelihood functions. In section 3, we present the results of the fitting analysis. In section 4, we compare with other works, and discuss some extended models and implications for the origin of non-spherical ULA dark haloes. Finally, we summarize our findings in Section 5.
MODELS AND JEANS ANALYSIS

Axisymmetric Jeans equations
In an attempt to set the constraints on particle mass of ULA dark matter m ψ by dSphs, we employ the Jeans analysis, especially using the axisymmetric mass models based on the axisymmetric Jeans equations. Assuming that the system is settled in a dynamical equilibrium and collisionless under a smooth gravitational potential, spacial and velocity distributions of their stars are fundamentally described by the distribution function, which obeys the steady-state collisionless Boltzmann equation (Binney & Tremaine 2008) . However, the current observations for the dSphs are able to resolve only the projected information of their internal phase-space distributions, such as the position of sky plane and line-of-sight velocity. Thus, solving this equation by observations is not straightforward, so a commonly used approach is to take moments of this equation. This is because the lower-order moments can be easily measured by observations, and thus we can compare the observable moments with those from the theoretical equation. The equations taking moments of steady-state collisionless Boltzmann equation are so-called the Jeans equations.
In axisymmetric cases, the second-order axisymmetric Jeans equations are described as
where ν is the three-dimensional stellar density and Φ is the gravitational potential dominated by dark matter, which means that stellar motions in a system are assumed to be obeyed by a dark matter potential only 3 . We assume that the mixed moments such as v R v z vanish and the velocity ellipsoid is aligned with the cylindrical coordinate. We also assume that the density of tracer stars has the same orientation and symmetry as that of dark halo.
is a velocity anisotropy parameter introduced by Cappellari (2008) . In this work, β z is assumed to be constant for the sake of simplicity. Nevertheless, this assumption is roughly consistent with dark matter simulations reported by Vera-Ciro et al. (2014) who have shown that simulated subhaloes have an almost constant β z or a weak trend as a function of radius along each axial direction. Although the velocity second moments from equation (1) and (2) are in principle provided by the second moments that separate into the contribution of random and ordered motions, as defined by v 2 = σ 2 + v 2 , we assume that a dSph does not rotate and thus the second moment is comparable to the velocity dispersion. This is because the line-of-sight velocity gradients of dSphs are so tiny and these gradients can be explained by projection effects (e.g., Walker et al. 2008; Battaglia et al. 2008 Battaglia et al. , 2011 . Even if a rotational velocity exists in the dSphs, a ratio of the velocity to dispersion is considerably small, thereby implying that dSphs are dispersion-supported stellar systems (e.g., Wheeler et al. 2017) In order to compare with the observable velocity second moments of the dSphs, we ought to integrate the intrinsic velocity second moments (v 2
along the line-of-sight, considering the inclination of the dSph with respect to the observer. To this end, we project the intrinsic velocity second moments in two steps followed by some previous works (Romanowsky & Kochanek 1997; Tempel & Tenjes 2006; Hayashi & Chiba 2012) . Firstly, we project v 2 R and v 2 φ to the plane parallel to the galactic plane along the intrinsic major axis. This dispersion is described as
where x is the projected coordinate on the sky plane. Secondly, assigning the angle θ between the line of sight and the galactic plane (θ = 90 • − i, which i is an inclination angle explained below), we derive the line-of-sight velocity second
We compute the luminosity-weighted average of v 2 along the line of sight, so as to compare the theoretical velocity second moments with the observed ones. This quantity can be written as
where I(x, y) indicates the surface stellar density profile calculated from ν(R, z), and (x, y) are the sky coordinates aligned with the major and minor axes, respectively. For stellar density distributions of the dSphs, we assume oblate 4 Plummer profile (Plummer 1911) generalized to an axisymmetric form: ν(R, z) = (3L/4πb 3 * )(1+m 2 * /b 2 * ) −5/2 , where m 2 * = R 2 + z 2 /q 2 , so that ν is constant on spheroidal shells with axial ratio q, and L and b * are the total luminosity and the half-light radius along the major axis, respectively. This form can be analytically calculated from the surface density using Abel transformation,
The projected axial ratio q is related to the intrinsic one q and the inclination angle i (= 90 • − θ), such as q 2 = cos 2 i + q 2 sin 2 i. Since this relationship can be rewritten as q = q 2 − cos 2 i/sin i, the domain of inclination angle is bounded within the range of 0 ≤ cos 2 i < q 2 .
ULA dark matter dark matter density profile
Using high resolution simulations for ULA dark matter, Schive et al. (2014a, hereafter S14) found that the structure of a dark matter halo is characterized by a soliton core at the centre of the halo and an asymptotic Navarro-Frenk-White (hereafter NFW, Navarro et al. 1997 ) profile beyond the central soliton core.
The soliton core can be created in each ULA dark matter halo and be described by the ground state solution of the Schrödinger-Poisson equations. S14 also found that the central region can be well fitted by
where r c is the soliton core radius and ρ c is the central density given by
with ULA dark matter mass, m ψ . The soliton core radius is characterized by the Broglie wavelength r c ∼ λ dB ≡ /(m ψ v) ( and v are the reduced Planck constant and the velocity of particle, respectively) and typical physical size for ULA dark matter corresponds to several kpc λ dB = 0.1 − 1 kpc with m ψ = 10 −22 − 10 −23 eV. On the other hand, an outer envelope of the dark matter density profile is fitted by an NFW profile,
where ρ s and r s are a scale density and a scale radius, respectively. In order to sustain a continuity of both density profiles, we introduce the transition radius r between the inner soliton core and the outer NFW profile. Using density ratio , this relation can be written as
where r reads r = r c √ 0.091
Therefore, the total density profile of ULA dark matter is
In this work, we investigate non-spherical, especially axisymmetric dark matter distributions of the dSphs. Hence r is transformed from spherical to axisymmetric form:
where Q denotes the axial ratio of dark matter halo. According to the results from numerical simulations (e.g., Schive et al. 2014a,b; Mocz et al. 2017) , the transition radius is generally greater than 3r c , which corresponds to several kpc. A typical value of r c on dSph mass scales at redshift zero can be estimated as
where M halo is a virial mass of dark matter halo (see S14). When we consider a typical dark matter halo of a dSph (M star ∼ 10 6 M ), we can naively estimate M halo ∼ 10 9 M due to the stellar-to-dark matter halo mass relation (e.g., Sawala et al. 2015) , and the resultant core radius should be r c ∼ 1 − 10 kpc with m ψ = 10 −22 − 10 −23 eV. On the other hand, the observed half-light radii (b * ) and the radius that encloses 90 per cent of the spectroscopic sample (r 90 ) of the dSphs are smaller than 1 kpc (shown in Table 1 ). Therefore, the transition radius is a few times greater than these radii, and thus most of observed member stars can be settled within the central soliton core. This means it is reasonable to suppose that motions of all stars are governed by the gravitational potential stemmed from the central soliton core only and ignore the outer NFW halo in the first place when implementing the Jeans analysis. Nevertheless, in order to investigate whether this assumption is justified or not, we also extend the above analysis to include outer NFW halo potential and have a discussion on those results (see Section 4.2).
The Galactic Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxy Data
In this work, we adopt the photometric and spectroscopic data of the resolved member stars in the eight luminous dSphs in the Milky Way: Draco, Ursa Minor, Carina, Sextans, Leo I, Leo II, Sculptor, and Fornax. This is because each have 200 stars with line-of-sight velocities from spectroscopy and well-constrained stellar distributions from photometry, so that these sample volumes might be enough to obtain more stringent limits on the mass range of m ψ than those from other fainter dSphs such as ultra faint dwarf galaxies. Moreover, these galaxies have larger velocity dispersions ( 10 km s −1 ), so that the influences of unresolved binary stars on the velocity dispersion measurements of each galaxy will be negligible (Minor et al. 2010; Minor 2013; Spencer et al. 2017 Spencer et al. , 2018 . The observed properties of these eight dSphs are tabulated in Table 1 : the number of kinematic sample stars, the central sky coordinates, distances, projected half-light radii, projected stellar axial ratios, mean velocities, and the radius that encloses 90 per cent of the spectroscopic sample to compare with a transition radius of ULA dark matter halo. These observed values are adopted from each observational paper listed in Table 1 .
For the stellar velocity samples of their member stars, we adopt the latest data published by Fabrizio et al. (2016) for Carina, by Walker et al. (2015) for Draco, by Spencer et al. (2018) for Ursa Minor, by Mateo et al. (2008) for Leo I, by Koch et al. (2007) for Leo II, and by Walker et al. (2009a,b) for Fornax, Sculptor and Sextans, respectively.
Fitting Procedure
Our aim is to obtain the dark matter halo structural parameters, especially ULA dark matter mass m ψ by fitting our non-spherical mass models to the velocity second moments of each dSph. The fitting procedure in this work is different from those in some previous works (e.g., Chen et al. 2017; González-Morales et al. 2017) . Chen et al. (2017) adopted the method of fitting their dynamical mass models to the line-of-sight velocity second moment profiles built from the individual stellar velocities of dSphs through a likelihood function (see equation (5) in Chen et al. 2017). On the other hand, our work adopts the Gaussian distribution of the lineof-sight velocity to compare the observed and theoretical velocity second moments. To do this, we assume that the line-of-sight velocity distribution is Gaussian and centred on the systemic velocity of the galaxy u . Given that the total number of tracers for each dSph is N, and the measured lineof-sight velocity of the ith tracer and its observational error is defined by u i ± δ u,i at the sky plane coordinates (x i , y i ), the likelihood function is described as
where σ i is the theoretical line-of-sight velocity dispersion at (x i , y i ) which is specified by model parameters (as described in the previous section) and derived from the Jeans equations.
The systemic velocity u of the dSph is a nuisance parameter that we marginalize over as a flat prior. We impose that the parameter range of u is plus or minus 5 km s −1 from the observed mean velocities of each dSph (see the 8th column in Table 1 ). Beside u , we adopt uniform and Jeffreys priors to our five model parameters (Q, r c , m ψ , β z , i) over the following ranges:
In order to get the posterior probability distribution function (PDF) of each parameter, we use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques, based on Bayesian parameter inference, with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970) . Then, in order to avoid an influence of initial conditions and to generate independent samples, we take several post-processing steps such as burn-in step, the sampling step and length of the chain. Using these PDFs, we calculate the percentiles of these PDFs to estimate credible intervals for each parameter straightforwardly 5 .
RESULTS
In this section, we present the results from the MCMC fitting analysis described above and some intriguing tendencies among the resultant parameters. We also show an estimation of the combined constraint by fitting all dSphs to determine a particle mass of ULA dark matter.
3.1 Best fit models of ULA dark matter haloes interval levels. The vertical lines in each histogram also show median and 68 per cent credible interval levels. The best-fit results for each dSph are summarized in Table 2 . The error values correspond to the 68 per cent credible interval.
Posterior probability distribution functions
From the posterior PDFs of all dSphs, their inclination angles i are distributed in wide parameter ranges and thus it is difficult to get limits on them. However, this uncertainty does not affect largely the constraints on the other free parameters. Actually, our results are compatible with the results from the previous axisymmetric works (Hayashi & Chiba 2015; Hayashi et al. 2016 ).
In the PDFs, there are some correlations among the parameters for all dSphs. The most notable one is between the particle mass of ULA dark matter m ψ and the soliton core radius r c , shown by Chen et al. (2017) . This degeneracy clearly arises from the relation between the soliton core density, the core radius and the ULA dark matter mass predicted by the numerical simulations (Equation 7). Although this correlation appears in all dSphs, most of the dSphs except for Leo II are well constrained. This is because the number of kinematic data of Leo II would not be enough to place stringent constraints on them. Thus, for lack of kinematic sample volume, it is difficult to obtain tight limits on their dark matter halo parameters (see also Hayashi & Chiba 2015) .
Another one is a degeneracy between the shape of the dark matter halo Q and the stellar velocity anisotropy β z . This degeneracy has already been discussed in Cappellari (2008) and Hayashi & Chiba (2015) , who showed that the variation of these parameters has a similar impact on the central line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles. Besides, Hayashi & Chiba (2015) argued that an adequate kinematic data of stars in the outer region of a galaxy can provide a systematic difference of these parameters on the outer lineof-sight velocity dispersion profiles and thus break the degeneracy between them (see Figure 12 in their paper). We will explain the mechanism how this degeneracy occurs in the later part of this section.
Furthermore, there is a weak correlation between Q and r c (or m ψ ), which means that smaller Q has a similar effect to a smaller (larger) r c (m ψ ). This is explained as follows: a smaller r c corresponds to a higher core density, and consequently an entire line-of-sight velocity dispersion profile becomes higher. On the other hand, the central velocity dispersion increases at small Q (i.e., Q < 1), because it yields stronger gravitational force along the z-direction on the basis of equation (1) and (2). Figure 5 shows the line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles along the projected major, minor and middle (which is defined at 45 • from the major axis) axes for visualization of the best-fit parameters for each dSph. To obtain these binned profiles from the observed kinematic data, we implement the standard binning technique with three steps. First, we analyze the line-of-sight velocity data by folding the stellar distribution into the first quadrant in each dSph under the assumption of an axisymmetric system. Second, we transform the sky coordinates (x, y) (of the first quadrant) to the two-dimensional polar coordinates (r, θ), where θ = 0 • is defined along the major axis. Then we divide this into three regions in increments of 30 • in the direction from θ = 0 • to 90 • . Expedientially, the region θ = 0 • -30 • is labeled as a major axis area, θ = 30 • -60 • as a middle axis area, and θ = 60 • -90 • as a minor axis area. Third, for each region, we radially separate stars into bins, which is comprised of a nearly equal number of stars, and then calculate the velocity dispersion with respect to each bin: ∼ 100 stars/bin for Fornax, ∼ 60 stars/bin for Carina and Sculptor, ∼ 30 stars/bin for Sextans and Draco, ∼ 20 stars/bin for Ursa Minor, Leo I, and ∼ 10 stars/bin for Leo II. In this figure, the blue dashed lines and shaded regions denote the median and credible interval levels (light cyan: 68 per cent, dark cyan: 95 per cent) computed from the posterior PDFs of the parameters by unbinned MCMC analysis, whilst the black squares with error bars are binned velocity dispersions estimated from the observed data. These errors correspond to the 68 per cent confidence interval. It is found from the figure that our unbinned analysis can reproduce even binned line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles.
Line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles
Flattened shapes of dark matter haloes
Despite the presence of several correlations among the parameters, the axial ratios of dark matter haloes in most dSphs are plausible to be elongated and oblate shapes (i.e. Q < 1). In particular, Draco favours a strongly elongated dark matter halo. Why does this galaxy tend to have an elongated dark matter halo? We schematically illustrate this reason in Figure A1 -A3 in the appendix. Given that a galaxy has a flattened stellar distribution, their σ los profiles along the major and minor axes have trough-and crest-like features from the central to outer parts of the system. However, the σ los profiles obtained from the observational data appear to be almost flat or to increase gradually toward its outskirts even in the flattened stellar distributions. In particular, Draco's σ los profile along the major axis is flat within its half-light radius and then clearly increases toward the outer region, while that along the minor axis is almost flat profile (see Figure 5 ). In order to reproduce such observed velocity dispersion profiles, (i) more flattened (i.e., Q < 1) dark matter halo or (ii) steeper inner slope of dark matter halo (such as an NFW profile) or (iii) radially-biased stellar velocity anisotropy (β z > 0) or (iv) larger r c would be required. Firstly, in the framework of ULA dark matter models, all of the numerical simulations predict that all dark matter haloes inevitably have cored profiles. Therefore, the method (ii) is not able to change any velocity dispersion profiles. Secondly, according to the top-middle panel in Figure A1 , a radially biased β z can increase the central velocity dispersion but decrease it at outer parts, simultaneously. Thus, (iii) would be capable of reproducing the flat velocity dispersion profiles inferred by most of the dSphs. However, the effects of radially biased β z are difficult to reproduce an upward velocity dispersion profile along the major axis toward its outer part like Draco. Although larger r c can help to reproduce such an upward profile (see the upper-middle panels in Figure A2 and A3), this effect on a σ los profile is inconsistent with the observed flat profile along the minor axis (see the lower-middle panels in Figure A2 and A3). Thirdly, from the upper-left panels in FigureA1-A3, the effects of decreasing Q from unity to 0.5 can roughly reproduce a flat or an upward dispersion profile. Meanwhile, when a dark matter halo becomes more elongated such as Q < 0.5, the features of σ los profiles change drastically, and these profiles are quite different from the ob- served ones. However, in combination with the effects of a tangentially-biased velocity anisotropy (β z < 0) and a large core radius of ULA dark matter halo (r c /b * > 1), the shapes of σ los profiles along the major and minor axes are in good agreement with the observed σ los profiles even with a very elongated dark matter halo (see light and dark orange lines in the right panels of Figure A2 and A3) . Furthermore, the parameters which we draw the dark orange lines in the right panels of Figure A3 are roughly consistent with the best-fit values of Q, β z and r c /b * for Draco (Table 2) . Consequently, it is found that a flattened ULA dark matter halo and a combination of the three parameters can be of very importance in reproducing the observed flat or upward dispersion profiles along the major and minor axes.
The combined constraint on particle mass of ULA dark matter
One of our purposes in this work is to obtain a limit on the mass of ULA dark matter particle. Since the value of m ψ would be universal in the Universe, we can perform the joint analysis by fitting all dSphs simultaneously. Following a hierarchical model introduced by Martinez (2015), we suppose that each kinematic data of dSphs are statistically independent, and hence the joint likelihood function is written by the production of the likelihood functions of the dSphs (Equation 14) described as,
While m ψ is regarded as a common parameter, Q, r c , β z and i are allowed to vary in individual dSphs (see also Chen et al. 2017, but using spherical mass model). As a result, we obtain 1σ (2σ) confidence intervals of log 10 ([m ψ /10 −23 eV]) = 0.94 +0.51(+0.75) −0.42(−0.61) . In comparison with the results of the individual dSphs (Table 2) , this suggests that the constraint on m ψ would depend largely on the results from Fornax and Sculptor which have sufficiently large number of data sample.
DISCUSSION
Comparison with other works
In this section, we compare our results with the other studies based on the Jeans analysis as well as other astronomical phenomena. Figure 6 shows the constraints on the ULA dark matter mass from this work in comparison with those from the other previous works. In what follows, we will describe these limits in details.
Following to the methods developed by Walker & Peñarrubia (2011, hereafter WP11) , S14 utilized the multiple chemo-dynamical stellar populations of Fornax and a spherical Jeans analysis to determine m ψ , and then they obtained m ψ = 8.1 +1.6 −1.7 × 10 −23 eV. Marsh & Pop (2015) also performed the similar analysis for multiple stellar populations of Sculptor as well as Fornax. They concluded that in order for ULA dark matter to resolve core/cusp problem, the particle mass should be less massive than the upper limit, m ψ < 1.1 × 10 −22 eV at 95 per cent confidence level. Similarly, González-Morales et al. (2017) made an attempt to place constraints on the upper limit of the particle mass through the WP11's method. Unlike the above works, however, they adopted not the mean stellar velocity dispersion of the different stellar populations but the luminosity-averaged ones, because these could provide unbiased constraints on the dark matter halo parameters. Then, their unbiased analysis led to a severer limit to the ULA dark matter mass, m ψ < 0.4 × 10 −22 eV at 97.5 per cent confidence. This limit is in tension with the other constraints such as the Jeans analysis and a subhalo mass function in MW-like galaxies. However, as shown recently by Genina et al. (2018) , using dSph-like galaxies from APOSTLE simulation, the WP11's method is even sensitive to the viewing angle used in the kinematic sample. In particular, if a dSph is not spherical, the assumption of spherical symmetry in this method may lead to a strong bias. Therefore, we should bear in mind that this method might introduce large uncertainties on the estimate of a dark matter density profile. On the other hand, Chen et al. (2017) applied the full spherical Jeans analysis assuming a soliton core dark matter profile to the line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles calculated from the current available kinematic data of eight luminous dSphs and obtained m ψ = 1.79 +0.35 −0.33 ×10 −22 eV at approximately 95 per cent confidence. Furthermore, they also estimated independently these parameters for Sculptor and Fornax through their multiple stellar subpopulations. Then, they obtained log 10 ([m ψ /10 −23 eV]) = 1.08 +0.28 −0.22 (assummed by Osipkov-Merritt velocity anisotropy) for Sculptor and log 10 ([m ψ /10 −23 eV]) = 0.91 +0.26 −0.09 for Fornax, respectively. Actually, our estimated ULA dark matter masses for these galaxies are consistent with their constraints.
Comparing our best-fitting particle mass (m ψ = 0.87 +4.03 −0.66 × 10 −22 eV at 95 per cent confidence) with the above previous works, our inferred mass limits (especially the upper limit) are less stringent than those by the previous spherical works. The main reason for this difference is that our axisymmetric analysis fully takes into account the uncertainties of the dark matter halo shape and the inclination angle. Additionally, as mentioned above, the WP11's method imposes that the stellar and dark components are spherical symmetry. If these components in a dSph are not spherical, then the spherical model may lead to a strong bias and the inferred slope turns out to depend largely on the line of sight (Kowalczyk et al. 2013; Genina et al. 2018 ). Therefore, this method still has large systematic uncertainties in the constraints on ULA dark matter mass m ψ .
Low surface brightness (LSB) galaxies are also suitable objects to obtain limits on density profiles of dark matter haloes. This is because these galaxies are the dark matter dominated systems similar to the Galactic dSphs, and there exist their accurate rotation curve data (e.g., Lelli et al. 2016) . Bernal et al. (2018) made an attempt to reproduce these rotation curves of high-resolution LSB galaxies using ULA dark matter models. From the fitting results with assuming a soliton + NFW dark matter profile, they obtained 0.212 < m ψ /(10 −23 eV/c 2 ) < 27.0 with soliton core radius 0.326 < r c /kpc < 8.96. This constraint is overlapped with our result (Figure 6 ).
Next, we compare with the constraints from other individual observables on various spacial scales from ultrafaint dwarf galaxies to CMB. First, the precision CMB data, (Lora et al. (2012) , Lora & Magaña (2014) , cyan), rotation curves of LSB and SPARC galaxies (Bernal et al. (2018) , purple). The lower mass regions less than blue and green line are disfavoured by dynamical heating of stellar streams in MW (Amorisco & Loeb (2018) ) and Lyman-α forest (m ψ 10 −21 eV, green) at around 2σ levels. The lower mass region m ψ 10 −23 eV is severely excluded by the UV Luminosity function of high-z galaxies at more than 8σ level (Bozek et al. 2015) . Table 3 . Parameter constraints for MW dSph satellites. The dark halo potential is assumed to be soliton+NFW profile. Errors correspond to the 1σ range of our analysis. r is a transition radius from soliton to NFW profile calculated from Equation (10). ρ c and ρ s are the central densities of soliton core and NFW profiles, respectively.
Object
Q log 10 (r c ) log 10 (m ψ ) − log 10 (1 − β z ) log 10 ( ) log 10 (r s ) i log 10 (r ) log 10 (ρ c ) log 10 ( which relies only on linear scale regime, can place constraints on ULA dark matter mass. Hložek et al. (2018) found that the temperature anisotropies, E-mode polarization and lensing deflection derived from the full Planck data set require m ψ 10 −24 eV. Second, Bozek et al. (2015) developed the luminosity functions of high redshift galaxies estimated from the deep photometric data in Hubble Ultra Deep Field to predict the reionization history of the Universe. Comparing with the luminosity functions predicted by ULA dark matter, which can suppress the structure formation below Jeans mass scales of ULA, they ruled out m ψ 10 −23 eV at more than 8σ significance (see also, Sarkar et al. 2016; Schive et al. 2016; Corasaniti et al. 2017) . Third, the flux power spectrum of Lyman-α forest data is also a strong tool for constraining on ULA dark matter mass. Recently, several studies with this method obtained strong limits on m ψ 10 −21 eV (e.g., Armengaud et al. 2017; Iršič et al. 2017b; Kobayashi et al. 2017; Nori et al. 2019 ). Taken at face value, our results are roughly consistent with these constraints, except for the Lyman-α forest. We should, however, keep in mind that Lyman-α constraints are highly dependent upon the modelling for baryonic effects and data (Garzilli et al. 2017; Hui et al. 2017) .
Besides, the MW substructures such as stellar streams and ultra-faint dwarf galaxies also enable us to constrain a particle mass of ULA as dark matter. For instance, the existence of cold clumps and globular clusters in the MW dSphs require m ψ ∼ 0.3 − 1.0 × 10 −22 eV for Ursa Minor and Fornax dSphs (Lora et al. 2012) and m ψ ∼ 0.12 − 8.0 × 10 −22 eV for Sextans (Lora & Magaña 2014) . Also, based on the thickening of the MW disk caused by dynamical heating from ULA dark matter substructures, Church et al. (2018) provided a Table 4 . The ratio of transition radius to half-light radius (r ε /b * ) and the ratio of transition radius to the radius that encloses 90 per cent of the spectroscopic sample (r ε /r 90 ). lower limit on ULA mass, m ψ 0.6 × 10 −22 eV. Similarly, using the thickening of the MW stellar streams stemmed from quantum fluctuations of density field of ULA dark matter haloes, Amorisco & Loeb (2018) obtained a conservative lower limit m ψ > 1.5 × 10 −22 eV. More recently, Marsh & Niemeyer (2018) indicated that using the existence of a old star cluster within the central region of Eridanus II which is a newly discovered ultra-faint dwarf galaxy, the upper limit of ULA mass can be inferred as m ψ 10 −19 eV. In comparison with these works on non-linear regimes, our result is not incompatible with their constraints (see Figure 6 ).
Soliton + NFW
As described in Section 2.2, to justify the assumption that all stars are located within the central soliton core, we investigate the case where the soliton core connects to an NFW halo at a larger radius with respect to all of the dSphs. To this end, we compute our non-spherical Jeans analysis with a soliton + NFW dark matter halo model written as Equation (11) and implement a MCMC fitting procedure described in Section 2.4. According to Equation (11) , this density model introduces two additional parameters ( , r s ), which we model with Jeffreys priors over the ranges −5 ≤ log 10 < 0 and 1 ≤ log 10 r s ≤ 4.
The best-fit parameters for all dSphs in this analysis are tabulated in Table 3 . We also estimate the transition radius r by substituting the obtained r c and into Equation (10), and the central densities of the soliton core ρ c and the NFW profile ρ s (see the last three columns in Table 3 ). Figure B1 in Appendix B shows the dark matter density profiles estimated by their best-fit parameters. Furthermore, we calculate the ratios of r /b * and r /r 90 , and these results are tabulated in Table 4 . From these results, most of the dSphs (Draco, Carina, Sextans, Leo II and Sculptor) have larger r than b * and r 90 , and the five parameters (Q, r c , m ψ , β z , i) for these galaxies are roughly consistent with these estimated by the soliton-only models.
By contrast, however, it is found that for the case of Ursa Minor, Leo I and Fornax dSph, their transition radii are much smaller than their b * and r 90 . Accompanied by this, their resultant parameters modeled by soliton + NFW are quite different from those modeled by the soliton-only model, especially r c and m ψ . In order to interpret the dis-crepancies, we compare the posterior PDFs obtained by soliton only and by soliton + NFW models. Figure 7 shows the posterior PDFs of the free parameters computed by soliton only (red) and by soliton + NFW (blue) in the case for Fornax dSph. From this figure, we find the clear bimodal posterior distributions of r c and m ψ in the case of the soliton + NFW model. It is also found that while one of the bimodality coincides with the PDFs from the soliton-only model, another one is thought to be newly allowed realms of parameter spaces where the PDF of r c tends to be quite small due to an outer NFW dark matter profile. Moreover, the scale radius r s prefers to be larger than the soliton core radius r c , which gives us an impression that Fornax dSph could favour a small core + NFW profile with a large scale radius, even though these are quite huge uncertainties on the free parameters 6 . Chen et al. (2017) also investigated the case where the soliton core connects to an NFW halo, using spherical Jeans analysis. They concluded that the free parameters of Fornax estimated by soliton + NFW model are consistent with the soliton-only model. However, they impose r c on the lower limit which is ∼ 100 pc, while our analysis allows for a much smaller soliton core radius. This treatment could be the origin of discrepancy. Regarding the above results, note that cusp-core problem of the dSphs is still under debate (e.g., Strigari et al. 2010; Breddels & Helmi 2013; Read et al. 2019) . Therefore, in order to solve this issue, a large number of kinematic data of not only line-of-sight velocities but proper motions of stars are also needed. In conclusion, to obtain reliable limits on a dark matter halo predicted from ULA, we emphasize that it might be necessary the dSphs to take into account an external NFW dark matter profile encompassing a soliton core.
Flattened ULA dark matter halo
In this work, to obtain plausible limits on ULA dark matter particle mass, we incorporate non-sphericity of the dark matter halo into dynamical mass models for the Galactic dSphs. Then it is found from our analysis that the dSphs would prefer to have a flattened dark matter halo rather than spherical one. In particular, Draco favours a strongly elongated dark matter halo, Q ∼ 0.2 − 0.3, which are much more flattened than its observed stellar profile. This outcome is naively in disagreement with the numerical simulations based on not only ULA dark matter but also the other possible dark matter scenarios even including concordance CDM models.
This result simply gives us a suggestion that dark matter haloes acquire a large angular momentum through their formation and evolution. However, in general, dark matter haloes formed in numerical simulations have a small spin parameter, 7 log λ ∼ −1.5 in CDM models (Barnes & Efstathiou 1987; Bett et al. 2007; Ishiyama et al. 2013 ) and log λ ∼ −1.6 in warm dark matter models (Bose et al. 2016 ) on dwarf Figure 7 . Posterior distribution functions of dark matter halo parameters for Fornax in the case for soliton only (red) and for soliton + NFW (blue). m 23 is particle mass of ULA dark matter m ψ normalized by 10 −23 eV, that is, m 23 = m ψ /10 −23 eV. galaxy mass scales (∼ 10 8−10 M ). In addition, from observational facts (e.g., Walker et al. 2008) , the dSphs have very weak stellar angular motions, thereby implying that their dark matter haloes would not have strong angular momenta.
On the other hand, Woo & Chiueh (2009) performed the high-resolution ULA dark matter simulations and revealed that a quantum turbulence appears on the virialized boundary and could provide a triaxial density asphericity inside the halo due to the quantum anisotropic stress tensor. They also calculated the degree of triaxiality of dark matter haloes and found that these ULA dark matter haloes have very weak triaxiality. In other words, the simulated ULA dark matter haloes would prefer to be rounder shapes. In addition, Mocz et al. (2017) have discussed the correlation between a turbulent peak power scale and a core size and showed that the turbulence actually becomes strong not inside a soliton core region but in outer regions of a dark matter halo. Thus, the triaxiality at the central core region would be weaker than an outer halo envelope.
Another possible mechanism is tidal effects from a host Figure 8 . The comparison between dark matter halo axial ratios (for the case of a soliton core only model) and orbital parameters of the dSphs. The left panel shows Q versus pericentre radius r peri , while the right one is Q versus eccentricity of the orbit.
dark matter halo. Recent dark matter simulations present that subhaloes associated with a MW-sized host halo become elongated at pericentre, because these subhaloes are subject to the strong tidal force from a deep potential of their host dark matter halo (e.g., Kuhlen et al. 2007; Vera-Ciro et al. 2014 ). However, the axial ratio of these simulated subhaloes is never smaller than 0.5 even at the closest pericentric distance (∼ 50 kpc) from the centre of their host halo (see Figure 5 in Vera-Ciro et al. 2014) . In order to make a dark subhalo more flattened, we suggest a need for baryonic effects with respect to a host dark matter halo. This is because adiabatic contraction of gas during disk formation makes a Milky Way-like dark matter halo potential deeper and steeper in its central part. Then, subhaloes passing through such a deep potential of the host halo may have more flattened shapes by the stronger tidal distortions. However, it is unclear how the baryonic effects indeed modify the shapes of dark subhaloes, especially the baryonic effects on a ULA dark matter halo have been largely unexplored yet. Moreover, owing to recent results of Gaia satellite mission, the orbital parameters of the dSphs have become well known (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018; Fritz et al. 2018) . Figure 8 denotes the comparison between dark matter halo axial ratios Q and the orbital parameters (pericentre and eccentricity) of the dSphs inferred by Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018) . From this figure, we find no remarkable relations within uncertainties of these parameters.
In light of the above suggestions, it could be challenging to explain the strongly elongated dark matter haloes of the dSphs in the framework of current dark matter models even with relying on baryon physics. While further studies on the simulation fully considering baryonic effects are important to get an insight into the shapes of dark subhaloes, it would be also worth exploring the triaxial dynamical modeling of ULA haloes to fairly compare the shapes of dark matter haloes inferred from numerical simulations with those from observations. We leave these issues in future works.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, in order to obtain more reliable and realistic limits on ULA dark matter particle mass, we constructed non-spherical dynamical models of the soliton cored dark matter profile predicted by ULA dark matter simulations, and applied these models to the eight classical dSphs in the MW. We found that the best-fitting cases for most of the dSphs yield not spherical but flattened haloes, even though there are some degeneracies between the axial ratio of dark matter haloes and the other free parameters. This is because a fixed soliton core dark matter halo often requires a non-negligible change of a dark matter halo axial ratio Q or a stellar anisotropy parameter β z as well as a soliton core radius r c to reproduce kinematic data. In particular, Draco dSph prefers to be an extremely flattened shape of dark matter halo. This is because a flattened dark matter halo shape (i.e., Q < 1) can roughly reproduce a flat or an upward line-of-sight velocity dispersion profile. However, when a dark matter halo becomes more elongated such as Q < 0.5, the features of σ los profiles change drastically, and thus these dispersion profiles are quite different from the observed ones. However, in combination with the effects of a tangentially-biased velocity anisotropy (β z < 0) and a large core radius of ULA dark matter halo (r c /b * > 1), the shapes of dispersion profiles computed by a strongly elongated dark matter halo are in good agreement with the observed profiles especially for Draco. Consequently, a flattened dark matter halo could be the most promising way to realize the observed line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles.
We also made an attempt to place a constraint on particle mass of ULA, m ψ , and found the combined 1σ (2σ) confidence intervals of log 10 ([m ψ /10 −23 eV]) = 0.94 +0.51(+0.75) −0.42(−0.61) . This combined constraint of m ψ is dominated by Fornax and Sculptor which have a large number of kinematic samples. In comparison with the other Jeans analysis works, our resultant mass limit is less stringent than those by the previous spherical works because our mass models fully take into account the uncertainties of dark matter halo shape and the inclination angle. Moreover, our constraint is in good agreement with the other independent constraints such as rotation curves of LSBs, CMB, the luminosity function of high-z galaxy, and thickness of the MW stellar streams.
To justify the assumption that the member stars of the dSphs might reside within the central soliton core, we also developed the mass model where the soliton core connects to an NFW halo at a larger radius and applied this model to all dSphs. Most of the dSphs (Draco, Carina, Sextans, Leo II and Sculptor) have larger transition radii (r ) than the stellar half-light radii (b * ) and the radii that encloses 90 per cent of the spectroscopic sample (r 90 ). Moreover, the five parameters (Q, r c , m ψ , β z , i) for these galaxies are roughly consistent with those estimated by the soliton-only models, even though they seem to be somewhat affected by an outer NFW density profile. However, it is found that for the other galaxies (Ursa Minor, Leo I and Fornax) their transition radii are much smaller than their b * and r 90 . From their fitting results we also found that there exist two presumable dark matter profiles: one is a soliton core only and another one is a small soliton core + NFW profile with large scale radius. In conclusion, to obtain reliable and realistic limits on the dark matter halo predicted from ULA dark matter models, we emphasize that it might be necessary to take into account an external NFW dark matter profile encompassing a soliton core of dSphs.
Finally, we discovered that some of obtained axial ratios in dSphs are much smaller than theoretical predictions. Although we discussed the possible mechanisms of a strongly elongated dark matter halo on sub-galactic scales, it could be challenging to explain such halo shapes in the framework of ULA dark matter models, so far. Moreover, recent several studies of ULA dark matter through less-massive galaxies have argued that this dark matter model is inconsistent with the dark halo mass function of dSphs in the Milky Way (Safarzadeh & Spergel 2019 ) and cannot reproduce the rotation curves of all SPARC galaxies (Bar et al. 2018; Robles et al. 2019) . However, there is still plenty of room to improve dynamical modelings for the dSphs. As an example, to compare dark matter halo shapes from observations with those from theoretical simulations adequately, further observational studies will be necessary to consider a triaxial shape of a system (Kowalczyk et al. 2018 ). Moreover, we should bear in mind that there are still large uncertainties on the inner slopes of dark matter profiles in the dSphs because of a small number of kinematic sample. Therefore, the debate as to whether the central regions of dark matter haloes in dSphs are cored or cusped is still ongoing. The future spectroscopic surveys such as the Prime Focus Spectrograph (Tamura et al. 2016) attached to the Subaru Telescope (Takada et al. 2014 ) will enable us to measure a large number of kinematic data for resolved stars in the dSphs and thus offer an opportunity to determine robustly the dark matter distributions in the dSphs. Figure A1 . Upper panels show the normalized line-of-sight velocity dispersions, σ l.o.s /(Gb 2 * ρ c, rc /b * =3 ) 1/2 , along the major axis for soliton core only case, whereas the lower panels show these velocity dispersions along the minor axis for the same case. Left column: line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles with changing Q under β z = 0, center column: those with changing β z under Q = 0, and right column: those with changing β z under Q = 0.2. For all of these cases we suppose that the oblate stellar distribution (q = 0.7), the edge-on galaxy (i = 90 • ), m ψ = 10 −22 eV and the ratio of r c /b * = 1 for the sake of demonstration. Figure B1 shows ULA and NFW dark matter density profiles of the dSphs computed from the best-fit parameters (Table 3). From this figure, the transition radii, r ε , for most of the dSphs are much larger than their half-light radii, b * . By contrast, Ursa Minor, Leo I and Fornax dSphs have smaller r ε than b * . These galaxies could prefer to have a small soliton core or NFW cusped profile with a large scale radius. Figure B1 . ULA and NFW dark matter density profiles of the dSphs computed from the best-fit parameters ( Table 3 ). The gray, green and red dashed lines denote a half-light radius, a soliton core radius and a transition radius from soliton to NFW density profiles, respectively.
APPENDIX B: THE BEST-FIT ULA + NFW DARK MATTER HALO PROFILES
